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About Us

• Founded in 2008 

• 327 institutional customers

• Free credential database Scholaro Pro 

• Endorsed member of the Association of International 

Credential Evaluators (AICE)

• Member of the American Translators Association (ATA)

• 20,000+ users use Scholaro resources every day

www.scholaro.com

http://www.scholaro.com/


Why Scholaro GPA?

• Number one search result for US 
GPA calculator and International 
GPA calculator on the web

• Get more qualified international 
applicants

• Instant results

• No cost to schools

• More affordable than an evaluation

www.scholaro.com/gpa 

http://www.scholaro.com/


Definition of 
an official 
transcript



Does your institution 
accept scanned unofficial 
transcripts uploaded 
with application for a 
tentative admission 
decision?



Who ensures the requirements for official 
documents are met after admission? Other Responses

•Financial Aid Office

•Office of Education 
Abroad

• International 
Students Office

•Admission Counselor

•Advisor



How does your institution 
accept electronic 
documents from 
international institutions ?

Top Other Responses:
• Through an evaluation service
• From the translation service
• PDF from approved partner or third party
• Not sure/not common enough to have a policy



Which documents 
does your 
institution accept 
electronically?



• resume, application, enrollment agreements, financial aid 
documents

• Residency documentation.  Student must have Driver's 
License to authenticate him/herself.

• Immunizations

• Evaluations completed by members of NACES for 
international transcripts

• COMLEX and USMLE results directly from original source

• accept all eclectronically but must submit originals before 
admission

Popular “other” responses:



What type(s) of 
online verification 
portals does your 
institution use to 
supplement or 
bypass the 
requirement of 
submission of official 
documents ?

What do you do in that portal?



Does your institution 
use any of the 
following third party 
secure digital 
platforms ?



• eScripsafe

• WES

• InCred

• SPEEDE

• NeedMyTranscript

• Joint Service Transcripts
• FASTER (FL service)
• Scribble
• eTranscripts California
• IERF
• JST
• Diploma Sender

Popular “other”
responses:



Does your 
institution also 
require official 
documents from 
the issuing 
institution?



What office is responsible for the policy 
on accepting digital academic records? Popular other responses:

• Admission and Registrar's office are 
together

• Office of International Education
• Human Resources 
• Ministry of Education
• International office in conjunction 

with the General Counsel's Office
• Compliance Office
• International Students Office



• Established 1998

• Dedicate to promoting standards of 
excellence in international credential 
evaluation

• Recognized by US Department of 
Education, US Department of State, NAFSA: 
Association of International Educators

• AICE is a proud signatory of the Groningen 
Declaration Network

– 10 Endorsed Member Evaluation Services

– 11 Affiliates (universities and institutions)

www.aice-eval.org

http://www.aice-eval.org/


Module 1 – Introduction to Existing Digital Academic 
Records, Practices & Systems (Legacy Systems)

Moderator: Alexander Agafanov, PhD (Globe Language Services)
Panelists: Annetta Stroud (AACRAO)

Robert Watkins (University of Texas, Austin)

“I’d rather see the official or original documents scanned rather than a digital document. Still not totally ready to trust digital 
docs from other countries. An exception is CHESSIC and CDGDC (China) but they come through National Student Clearing 
House. We want the transcript and digital verification.”

“US & Canada have developed a secure enough digital shared platform. However, the same cannot be said for international 
systems.”

“TOEFL is an example along with GRE that come to us electronically. We don’t want it in paper form and by mail. Transcripts 
are a different story.”

“Pros concerning digital transcripts are clear, digitalization is happening and it drives the decision making. The cons are the 
everchanging costs, upgrading the system, efficiency (a lot of the digital systems are not efficient yet).”



Module 2 – Digital Platforms set up by Universities and Third-Party Providers

Moderator: Alex Popovski (Ucredo)
Panelists: Plixenia Tohaneanu (University of Idaho)

Michael Hovland (University of Iowa)
Michael Sessa (PESC)

Institutional Perspectives: 

• University of Idaho: Require a student-centered approach
Consider endorsements and existing partnerships
Commitment to existing privacy regulations
Transparency
Consider collaborative initiatives (HEAR, MyeQuals)
Requires consistent, diligent monitoring



• Existing Digital Platforms
• Digital Platforms set up by Universities and Third-Party 

Providers
• Digital Platforms set up by Governments
• Roundtable Discussions – What is an Official Document?

2019 AICE Symposium Report will be available at:

http://aice-eval.org/research/

AICE 2019 Los Angeles 

Symposium

http://aice-eval.org/research/


Module 2 – Digital Platforms set up by Universities and Third-Party Providers

Institutional Perspectives: 

• University of Idaho: Require a student-centered approach
Consider endorsements and existing partnerships
Commitment to existing privacy regulations
Transparency
Consider collaborative initiatives (HEAR, MyeQuals)
Requires consistent, diligent monitoring



Institutional Perspectives (continued)

• University of Iowa:
Challenges with accepting digital transcripts:
• Data matching = The ability to capture the required 

data and import into home system
• Are high-stakes processes for low-stakes data 

appropriate? 
• Standardization by individual institutions, or preferably 

a few data providers
• Standardization Working Group organized at NACAC 

2016-2017, now adopted by PESC



Module 3: Digital Platforms set up by Governments

Motivations for governments to digitize documents:
Regulation of qualifications and functional outcomes of education

Offered through bodies that oversee education sector

Trustworthy, but present other challenges:
Limited data sets
Restricted access
Content (extent of academic record varies)



Credential Evaluator’s Perspective

Two types of government-sponsored programs: 

• Direct Government and Ministerial Providers

• Government-appointed providers

Benefits: 
• Removal of barriers
• Ease
• Efficiency
• Automatic layer of authentication

Challenges:
• Cost
• Limited Data
• Ease of use and site stability
• Publicity / notoriety
• Decentralization



Roundtable Key takeaways:

• What is an official credential?

– Six tables, six different definitions

– Example: “Authentic transcripts/credentials issued or attested by a regionally-accredited institution with 
granting authority, enclosed in a sealed envelope, with the institution’s official stamp and/or appropriate 
signature on the back flap.”

– Authentic versus Official

• “Authentic transcripts do not need to be official, but all official transcripts must be authentic.”



Chiara Finocchietti

The digital future: 

electronic credentials and 

online document

authentication for 

international admissions

31° EAIE conference 
Helsinki 25/09/2019



Diplome: the concept

Italy, with CIMEA-NARIC Italia, is the first country using the blockchain technology
in the field of recognition of qualifications. 
Presented by the Italian Minister at the Ministerial Council
of education on November 26, 2018, and reaffirmed in Council
of May 22, 2019.

Why blockchain for recognition:
1. Digitalization of the recognition process
2. Student-centered approach
3. Data security and privacy
4. Fraud minimization

The concept
Individuals get assigned a secure wallet where they can store their qualifications
using the blockchain technology, therefore creating a decentralized, transparent,
certified and tamper-proof ecosystem with the goal to simplify the procedure for a
student, a graduate or a professional to enroll in a university or to apply for a job in
the labour market of another country.



Sneak peek



Sneak peek



Sneak peek



Verification section



Verification section



CIMEA Statement



CIMEA Statement

Light verification
after 7 days

(appeal procedure)



White Paper

http://www.cimea.it/files/fileusers/8727_Diplome%20
White%20Paper.pdf

http://www.cimea.it/files/fileusers/8727_Diplome%20White%20Paper.pdf


info@cimea.it

@CIMEA_Naric
@diplo_me

http://www.cimea.it/it/progetti-in-evidenza/diplome-
blockchain4people/blockchain.aspx

Chiara Finocchietti

Thank you

http://www.cimea.it/it/progetti-in-evidenza/diplome-blockchain4people/blockchain.aspx


Swedish Council for Higher Education

EAIE Conference 2019
Helsinki, Finland

Francisco Contreras
Enic-Naric Sweden
2019-09-26

The Digital Future - Electronic Credentials and Online
Document Authentication for International Admissions



Swedish Council for Higher Education

Swedish Council for Higher Education (UHR)

• Recognition of foreign qualifications

• International collaboration

• Studies and analyses

• Objective and relevant information about 

higher education in Sweden 

• Admission services



Swedish Council for Higher Education

Best Practices – ENIC-NARIC



Swedish Council for Higher Education

Evaluation Service

https://www.uhr.se/bedomning-av-utlandsk-utbildning/bedomningstjanst/
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Swedish Council for Higher Education

Evaluation Service

https://www.uhr.se/bedomning-av-utlandsk-utbildning/bedomningstjanst/


Swedish Council for Higher Education

Online application

https://utbildningsbedomning-en.uhr.se/?_ga=2.48797345.645490121.1568019599-1334891508.1528712496


Swedish Council for Higher Education

Online application

https://utbildningsbedomning-en.uhr.se/?_ga=2.48797345.645490121.1568019599-1334891508.1528712496


Swedish Council for Higher Education

Bitsy



Swedish Council for Higher Education2019-10-03

Online Verification

Online document verification

Ecuador
✓ senescyt

Colombia
✓ snies

Online database HEI

Brazil
✓ emec

Online Database Programme

http://www.senescyt.gob.ec/consulta-titulos-web/faces/vista/consulta/consulta.xhtml;jsessionid=zuh+NWysq-56npFobyG5Wk8L.9d3554de-65a7-3bea-bdb0-5e7d4ccec2bb
https://snies.mineducacion.gov.co/consultasnies/programa
http://emec.mec.gov.br/


Swedish Council for Higher Education2019-10-03

Online document verification

Ecuado
r✓ senescyt

http://www.senescyt.gob.ec/consulta-titulos-web/faces/vista/consulta/consulta.xhtml;jsessionid=zuh+NWysq-56npFobyG5Wk8L.9d3554de-65a7-3bea-bdb0-5e7d4ccec2bb
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Colombia
✓ snies

Online database HEI

https://snies.mineducacion.gov.co/consultasnies/programa
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Brazil
✓ emec

Online Database Programme

http://emec.mec.gov.br/


Swedish Council for Higher Education

E-Utlåtande 



Swedish Council for Higher Education

Francisco Contreras
ENIC-NARIC Sweden
francisco.contreras@uhr.se
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